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At MumPod we aim to improve mother and babies’ health and wellbeing by enabling women

to breastfeed for longer.  

We do this by providing easily accessible, comfortable and safe spaces for parents to

express or breastfeed, whether at work, study or on the go.

OUR
MISSION
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This looks amazing                     

                      I would love to find out more

This is game changing

                      A long overdue initiative



THE PROBLEM

That’s the dilemma faced by many women needing

to express or breastfeed while at work or out and

about. 

There is a distinct shortage of designated spaces

for women to express milk or breastfeed, which is

significantly reducing the length of time mothers

breastfeed their babies for.  

THE DATA

>700,000 births per year* 

1 in 5 mothers who return to work after

maternity leave continue breastfeeding. Of

these, 3 in 10 express milk or breastfeed at

work**  

1 in 8 Mums think they must give up

breastfeeding when returning to work**  

1 in 5 mothers that stopped breastfeeding

before or after returning from maternity leave

said returning to work influenced their

decision. 54% would have liked to breastfeed

for longer** 

Many breastfeeding employees have to use

spaces that aren’t fit for purpose to express

milk while at work**. 

A HIDDEN
PROBLEM
Would you eat or prepare your lunch in a toilet? 

Would you prepare your  lunch
in a toilet? 

With 10.7 million females aged 20-45 years in the

UK*, it is vital that businesses consider how they

cater to their needs, whether as employees,

customers, visitors or students

References:  

* ONS Population Estimates, June 2021 

**Pregnancy and maternity related discrimiation and disadvantage - experiences of mothers; Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2016
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Office building  

Shopping Centre  

Supermarket  

Airport Terminal  

Railway Station  

College & University  

Sports arena

Conference & Exhibition  Centre

Festivals

THE
SOLUTION
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The MumPod® is the perfect solution to
provide mothers with a private,
hygienic, safe and comfortable place
to rest, express or breastfeed –
anytime, anywhere.   

Show your employees and visitors you care
after all, nobody wants to breastfeed or
prepare their child’s meal in a cupboard 
or toilet! 

This is a great idea from an MK-based

business for employers and 

public venues. 

Ben Everitt MP 

Value staff

Provide inclusive to working environment

Support health and wellbeing

Promote a breastfeeding friendly business

Meet equality, diversity and inclusion goals

Close your gender pay gap 

Improve staff retention

Enhance family friendly destinations

WHERE? WHY?
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THE MUMPOD®

Solutions for public or private buildings

and venues
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Comfortable seat with extendable footrest  

High quality upholstery with hospital grade

antimicrobial  fabric

Choice of vinyl or high grade woven fabric

LED lighting with dimmer switch control

Smoke Detector

Keyless access via smart door handle

Emergency release button

DDA approved deadlock occupancy indicator

MumPod® graphics with stylish linear

illustrations 

Gender Neutral branding option to MyPod

STANDARD FEATURES          DIMENSIONS           

Prefabricated unit for easy two person

assembly

Single plug-in unit

Accessible for wheelchairs and pushchairs

Drop-down table

Mirror
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KEYLESS ACCESS          

Electrical spec can be sent on request 

Multiple discounts available 
contact info@mum-pod for a quote



THE MUMPOD®
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Equality, diversity and inclusion is, thankfully, at

the forefront of company and organisation

agendas for employees, service users and

customers. 

The MumPod® was designed to meet the needs 

 particularly of breastfeeding/chestfeeding or

pregnant parents when at work, out and about or

travelling. 

We use the terms breastfeeding and chestfeeding

interchangeably and ensure our illustrations are

diversely representative.

  LOGO AND BRANDING

EQUALITY, DIVERSITY & INCLUSION         

MumPod® is our company branding and

registered trademark, we use this for the interior

and exterior graphics.

We offer an alternative gender neutral branding

"MyPod"  
Request quote for additions of logos or changes

to illustrations.

Contact info@mum-pod.com for a discovery call

or quote. 05



PACKS
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Surface wipes dispenser with

mounting bracket

Door handle auto sanitising spray

No touch hand sanitiser gel

dispenser 

Horizontal wall mounted changing

table

Table liners and dispenser

Nappy bin

Welcome Baby Card

Baby Milestone Card Set

Mindful Breastfeeding Book

Mindful Breastfeeding  Affirmation

Card set

Slogan Babygrow 

Local Breastfeeding support

information pack

NEW Ardo Alyssa Double

breastpump 

Ardo Natal Anti-Stretch cream 

Ardo Natal Perimassage Fluid

Coolbag Set containing:

Coolbag

6 Expressed Breastmilk 

2 cooling blocks 

Easy Store freezer bags

(25pcs)

Local Breastfeeding support

information pack

SANITISING PACK £POA

BABY CHANGING PACK £POA

WELCOME  BABY GIFT SET  £38`=VAT

A selection of gifts supporting small

businesses (some photos to follow)

MATERNITY LEAVE GIFT BOX £175 +VAT

                   storage pots 

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

Items may differ to those illustrated
Prices correct at time of email/print
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MumPod® is the first purpose built lactation

pod in the UK. A great example of MK's flair for

innovation and entrepreneurial

spirit..demonstrates the inclusive nature of our

city.

Cllr Mohammed Khan Maypr of Milton Keynes

My 20 week old was too distracted to

feed in the shopping centre, however

15 minutes of feeding in the MumPod®

she'd fallen into a contented sleep

EXTRAS
Digital Display Screen 

Lockable milk fridge

Ardo Alyssa Pump Discount 

MumPod Consulting services for

new builds or MumPod® Room

design

MumPod graphics & choice of

corporate branding or

advertising

       £450 +VAT

       £110 +VAT

       £30 off

       £400 pd

       Email for quote

Refills and extra keyless accesories

prices are available on request 



GET IN TOUCH

10 Warren Yard

Warren Park

Wolverton Mill

Milton Keynes

Buckinghamshire MK12 5NW

United Kingdom

Ros McFadden 07507805536

info@mum-pod.com

https://mum-pod.com/

MUMPOD®

THE FACE BEHIND
THE DESIGN

FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR

ROSAMUND MCFADDEN RM
IBCLC

Advocate for women and babies' health and

wellbeing. Ros supports businesses to support

mothers in the workplace, an International

Board Certified Lactation Consultant offering

specialist infant feeding to support  parents

no matter their needs. A registered midwife

with experience working in the NHS as a

specialist. A background in design, a passion

for fashion and experience working within

corporate organisations while bringing up her

four children.


